Specializing in Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Preparedness
from Boutique Recovery Strategies to Enterprise-wide Solutions

Disaster Readiness Compliance Auditing and Testing
Successful Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity (BC/DR) programs are not one instituted at Time of Disaster but have been
built in advance, from the ground up through thoughtful preparation, planning, delivery of services, and regulatory compliance.
Disaster Readiness Solutions delivers the program planning, analysis, requirements gathering, and testing expertise to confirm
your systems can be recovered in a Disaster, and ensure your BC/DR Programs are Regulatory Strong and Compliant.
Recovery and Continuity Program Testing

Program Reviews and Auditing

You have a BC/DR program, but have you tested it? Do the
Recovery Plans work and will systems be recovered in the
time designated by the systems’ Recovery Time Objectives
(RTO)? Can data be restored and available within its
designated Recovery Point Objectives (RPO)?

Have Disaster Readiness Solutions conduct an audit of your
recovery and continuity programs.

Organizations are at risk of financial loss, damage of
reputation, and potential business failure if victim to a
catastrophic disaster or extended systems outage, due to.












Disaster Recovery Solutions will deliver effective and
repeatable test principles based on over two decades testing
experience and excellence.



Determine regulatory and audit compliance.
Are RTO’s and RPO’s set based on an established,
repeatable process?
Identify potential gaps and audit exceptions.
Recommend solutions to fill gaps in compliance; develop
Contingency Plans to mitigate the gaps until resolved.

Not having active BC/DR Programs in place.
Not keeping their programs current.
Having invalidated, incorrect or unrealistic support plans.
Not testing their programs on a regular basis.
Not testing to ensure RTO’s and RPO’s are achievable.
Lack of established and repeatable BC/DR testing.
Lack equipment and tools for critical system recovery;
especially in the area of hardware, network bandwidth,
data replication, and workstation mobility.

Successful Disaster Recovery testing requires effective
planning, design, and execution in order to ensure systems
are restored; recovery plans are accurate and are in with
alignment the organization’s Business Continuity program
recovery solution.







Prepare and conduct testing of your program.
Design tests based on your organization’s recovery
scenarios classroom-styled Structured Walk-Throughs.
Organization-wide or Single System Outages.
Classroom-style Structured Walk-Throughs.
Non-Disaster Operational Recoveries.
Identify incorrect assumptions in your organization’s
Recovery and Continuity Plans and Strategies.

Determine your Staff’s Readiness in an Outage
Due of cutbacks, job loss or navigating through lean
operations, organizations may lack sufficient coverage or
depth to effectively work through an extended staff shortage
caused by a Pandemic, Inclement Weather or a Disaster.
Have Disaster Readiness Solutions conduct a Staff Readiness
Analysis to determine strengths and potential improvements.





Determine staff readiness by department, or team.
Identify strengths and gaps.
Develop Cross Training plans to strengthen depth.
Establish Contingency Plans to cover staffing gaps.

Contact Disaster Readiness Solutions for more information or
to schedule an appointment.

Disaster Readiness Solutions – Ready To Deliver
303-907-8664
Email: DRSolutions@DisasterReadinessSolutions.com
http://DisasterReadinessSolutions.com

